Books with “colors” in the title

Picture Books and Early Readers

Boynton—Blue hat, green hat
Brown—Big red barn
Barton—The little red hen (also Galdone has a version)
DePaola—The legend of the bluebonnet
Dewdney—Llama, llama, red pajama
Emberly—Go away big green monster
Henkes—Lilly’s purple plastic purse
Hoyt-Swift—The little red lighthouse and the great gray bridge
Johnson—Harold and the purple crayon
Litwin—Pete the cat: I love my white shoes!
Raschka—The blue table
Schertle—Little blue truck (series)
Seuss—Green eggs and ham
Seuss—One fish, two fish, red fish, blue fish
Yates—Dog blue

Fiction

Dahl—James and the giant peach
Farley—The black stallion
Jacques—Redwall
Keene—The mystery at Lilac Inn
Lewis—The silver chair
London—White Fang
Lowry—Gathering blue
Milford—Greenglass house
Montgomery—Anne of Green Gables
O’Dell—Island of the blue dolphins
Rawls—Where the red fern grows
Riordan—The red pyramid
Sewell—Black Beauty
Speare—The witch of Blackbird Pond
Thaler—The teacher from the Black Lagoon
Warner—The yellow house mystery
Woodson—Brown girl dreaming
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